An expert Sf stem for solving group technology (GT) problems hai been developed, considering simplified mopells of industrial GT problems. It solves problems of varying characteristics using in-built algorithms, namel)! average linkage clustering algorithms (ALC), cluster identification algorithms (CI) andigeneralised p-median model. Depending upon the characteristics of GT problem, a suitable algorithm is selected. The algorithm takes the required inputs for the problem and gives the output. which consists of m.achi~e cells with corresponding part families and the bottleneck parts, if any. , This paper de~ls with an expert s~stem which solv~s the GT problem with varying characteristics using Cluster analysis algorithms. The system is based on the idea jsuggested by Kusiak3. Though the system can be used for various attributes, the . discussion proceeds taking into consideration the machine attribute of the part.
Variati3n in the computational complexity of these fonD ulations. Its input is bachine-part incidence matrix and cost .I matnx.
3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE I. A rule-based system archItecture as suggested by Kusiak I is used (Fig. 1 ) algorithm. This concept of the algorithm was developed by Iri, which was the principle for the present algorithm. ,A (k) is the machine-part incidence matrix after k ..I IteratIons.
Algorithm
Step 0.
Set iteration nufJ1ber k =
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Select those machines (rows of matrix A) that, based on user's knowledge, are potential candidates for inclusion in niachine cell, MC-k. Draw horizontal lines h j through each row of matrix A (k) corresponding to these machines. In the absence of the user's expertise, any machine can be selected.
Step 2. , For each column in A (k) corresponding to the entry of 1 crossed by any of the horizontal line hi' draw a vertical line v F
Step 3.
For each rowo in A (k) corresponding to the entry of 1 crossed by any of vertical lines Vj, drawn in
Step 2, draw a horizontal line hi. . DEF sa I, VOL 47, NO JANUARY 1997 generated based on a thr~shold value of the similarity co,fficient. A .disadvantage with SLCA is thnt it rcq:Uircs n thrcshold vnluc; othcrwisc it fails to recG>gnise the individually separable clusters-resulting from eli.minating bottleneck machines. TQ recognise the Ibottlendck machines, S'eifoddini and' Wolfe4 used the a.,.erage linkage clustering. They defined the s\milaiity coefficient between any two clusters as,an average of the similarity coefficient between all members of the two clusters. The total number of intercellular movements (ICM) between two machine cells is .I computed as
Step 5. When cost is to be considered, with each column of the machine-part incidence matrix A and , Cj of part j is associated. In this case, the contents of part families are such that rcosts in I handling the bottleneck parts are minimum. Different solutions are obtained by selecting a different startinglrow in
Step 1 and for each solution, the costs are compared. To solve the GT problem using SLCA, similarity coefficients for all possible pairs of machines are computed.
Machine cells are of part families 7 which ensures that part family i belongs to part family j only when this part family is formed. The third constraint9 ensures integrality.
5. WORKING OF THE SYSTEM I The present system can be used to solve a large scaJe GT probJem in a suffici.entJy Jess time. The formuJations used in this paper are simplified models of the industrial GT p~oblem. The system poses a questionnaire to the user so as to gather characteristics mentioned in models and algorithms section. The selection of the model depends on the . characteristics of the problem to be solved and the selection is shown In Tabie 1. (6) After detennining the model to be used, the algorithms mentioned above are used. for solving the problem taking the inputs given in Table 1 . The algorithms are developed in C-language. 
